
Gulf Elementary School 





Working Together to Solve Problems in Odyssey of the Mind



Save the Environment - Use Google Docs 



The Butterfly Garden 



The Nature Center - An Outdoor Classroom



“I learned so much 

about worms and how 

they make fertilizer.  

Now I use worm poop in 

my own garden every 

week! 

- Carolina, age 8



Using technology to solve social issues- how 

can gliders help to deliver supplies to remote 

areas?



Reuse, Recycle and Reduce



Economic - Helping Others

“We help less fortunate kids because 

we are loving and kind and have big 

hearts.  We help kids who do not have 

what we have. We do it because we are 

Gulf Elementary!”    - Leah, age 10, 

Madison age 9, and Anabelis, age 10 



Working Together - Cardboard Boat Regatta



Environmental Topics - Oil Spills, Oh My!

“One of my favorite experiences in STEM was when we were given materials to 

try to clean up an oil spill.  None of the tools were an efficient way to clean up 

the oil spill, nor did they work well.  It takes years to clean it up and its so bad 

for the environment.  We need to work on that!”  - Ben, age 10



“In STEM we build stuff and learn about the environment and how to make things better. I like to 

do it at home too.” - Alexander, age 6

STEM in Kindergarten



Environmental Studies - Marine Lab in Key Largo

Labs, Swimming with 

manatees and spotted 

eagle rays….what fun!



Using robotics to learn and create more 

efficient items like seatbelts.

“At Gulf Elementary, we use a lot of technology.  We have embraced our 

imagination...We each have discovered something or will discover something 

new.  And that will be amazing!”  - Jackson, age 8



Butterfly and Organic Vegetable Gardens 



Third Grade Gardens



National Elementary Honor Society 



Florida Everglades



STEM at Home



Conclusion


